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Author’s Note
Internalized conflict externalized as war.

Hymning thy rebellion Lucifer morning star.
Bringer of light, forever shrouded by night.

I am hell, a sulphurous lake of fire and suffering.
My blackened heart is a writhing mass of poisonous snakes.

Grotesquely slithering as I slowly shed my dying skin.
In darkness.

Thou shalt come unto me.
In darkness.

Thou shalt worship me.
In darkness.

Thou art mine eternally

- Celtic Frost, Synagogue Satanae

Two Long Years.

To my readers, my publisher, my loved ones and all you victims of the Post-Truth Age. I wish
you courage and strength in the coming darkness.

This product is based on the Dungeon Crawl Classics Role Playing Game, published by Goodman Games. All rights
reserved. For additional information, visit www.goodman-games.com or contact info@goodman-games.com

The Palace of Unquiet
Repose
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The Location of the Palace: The Palace’s
location is a week’s travel on foot from the great
city, across the savage dunes of the Glass Wastes.
The surrounding terrain is devoid of water and
characters foraging for food have only half the
normal chances of success.

Welcome to the Age of Dusk!: Each time the
characters cross the desert between Iotha and the
Palace there is a 33% chance they are tracked by
the two dusk stalkers (Appendix C, pg. 54)
inhabiting the region. The stalkers hide by day
(being near impossible to find in the desert) and
only come out at dusk. Dusk stalkers are cunning
and prioritize attacking spell-casters, archers, those
with infravision and other targets of opportunity
over heavily armored fighting men. If the party
chooses to flee and escapes, the stalkers
systematically destroy any equipment in their
campsite before they begin stalking them again
until they reach the Palace or the City of Iotha.

(2) Dusk Stalker: Init +1; Atk bite +8 melee (1d8+2) or
claw +6 melee (1d6); AC 16; HD 5d8; MV 30’; Act
2d20; SP Shriek, Sv vs Will (DC 16) or be paralyzed for
1 round; SV Fort+4, Ref +2, Will +8; AL C

The First Night: One of the stalkers approaches
200 yards from the camp and utters hideous
keening shrieks throughout the night, keeping the
party from resting. Clever PCs might elect to plug
their ears, which is effective in canceling out the
noise, but also means they have only a 30% chance
to awaken from any noise during a night-time
assault.

● Approaching the stalker causes it to flee into
the sands (90% chance of evasion), unless the
PCs are stealthy and avoid using light sources.
The other stalker is hidden and observes the
camp, and is only discovered if PCs use
divination magic or have infravision.

● Sending three PCs or less without light (for
whatever suicidal reason), the second stalker
attempts to ambush them while the first one
joins the fray when it hears the shrieks of its
mate. It plans the ambush as close to its mate
as possible.

● If driven off, the dusk stalker resumes its shrieking
from a different location after 2d6 turns.

The Second Night: The first stalker resumes its
shrieking. Ignoring it causes the second stalker to
attempt to sneak closer to the camp to kill one of
the pack animals, horses, henchmen or porters,
before fleeing back into the desert towards its
mate. It has the usual chances of moving silently
and surprise.

● Both stalkers otherwise follow the tactics of the
previous night.

● Any ambush that is successful by the stalkers
causes them to leave the flayed and mutilated
body as a trophy for the PCs to find on their
journey towards the palace.

The Third Night: Assuming the party prepares
for a night assault, post guards and even construct
fortifications, both stalkers remain silent and avoid
the party for one night, only observing.

The Fourth Night: No noise. At midnight, prior
to the changing of the guard (if the PCs follow a
certain routine), one stalker, draped in the skin of its
kill if applicable, attacks people on watch with a
blood-curdling shriek (normal chances of surprise),
the other follows one round later from the opposite
side of the camp. If the stalkers survive, they
attempt to ambush the PCs the next day.
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Hakir the Mazhurian: Init +1; Atk daggers +2 melee (1d4); AC 13; HD 1d12; hp 9; MV 30’;
Act 1d20; SV Fort +2, Ref +2, Will +0; AL N. Leather armor and wickedly curved pair of
daggers. While Hakir is in the party it is possible to forage for food in the wastes and the
party consumes only half the amount of water. Offspring of a chance coupling
between a prostitute and a desert nomad. Abrasive and boisterous.

Asks for 150 gp
(but can be
bargained down
to as little as 30
gp) and a share
of the treasure.
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The Red Dervishes: Init -2; Atk scimitar -1 melee (1d8-1); AC 13; HD 1d4; hp 4 ea; MV 30’;
Act 1d20; SV Fort -1, Ref -2, Will -1; AL L. Leather armor, scimitar, short bow and shield.
Led by a Captain: Init +0; Atk scimitars +2 melee +d4 (1d8); AC 13; HD 1d12; hp 11; MV
30’; Act 1d20; SV Fort +1, Ref +1, Will +0; AL L. Leather, scimitar.
Caravan guards or swords-for-hire for the feuds of petty princes and fat merchants.
They eagerly draw blood but don’t follow/enter into any dungeon. A minimum of 6
must be hired, a max of 20.

3 gp per month
per Dervish. 20
gp per month for
the captain.
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Inside the Sphinx: The air inside the Sphinx is
thick with ancient dust and dry as the desert, but
offers a welcoming coolness from the scorching
heat outside. Stone is grey basalt, weathered by
great age. Any torches sputter and burn with thick
smoke. Passages are 10’ wide and 15’ high unless
otherwise stated.

Wandering Encounters: There are no
wandering encounters through the Sphinx
Entrance.

1. Sphinx: Eroded by the ages, the malevolent
visage of some ancient prince gazes down
imperiously from a monstrous body of ancient
stone. Part great cat, part dragon, part scorpion,

unearthed by the quake, it seems poised to strike at
any moment.
● There is a faint glow coming from the sphinx

revealed by attempts to cast Detect Magic.
● A block in the cyclopean masonry can be

wedged out, serving as a secret door (DC 15). A
Detect Magic or similar spell reveals the stone
radiates less magic than everything else,
making it stand out clearly.

● The seams are filled with grit, requiring a
successful open doors (DC 15) or some subtle
craft to open (i.e. pouring precious water or
grease into the seams).

THE BASIN
The trail eventually leads to a basin (300’ wide, 50’ deep at its center) surrounded by bulwarks of ancient, sand-
scoured siltstone. The occasional fossilized ammonite and trilobite loom from the splintered rock. A basalt sphinx
of monstrous aspect emerges hideously from amid piles of rubble (see I. Sphinx Entrance). A careful search of
the basin reveals a man-sized fissure (see II. Fissure Entrance, pg. 13). Refer to Appendix H: Overview Map, pg.
73.

I. SPHINX ENTRANCE
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2. Secret Entrance: The entrance is a 3’x3’ shaft that
leads down at a 45 degree angle, becoming
narrower in places where the stone has given way.
The shaft is filled with gravel, sand, and debris.

● Wearing anything heavier then leather inside
the shaft is impossible as PCs quickly become
wedged/stuck and may suffocate if they persist
in attempts to do so. Armor or backpacks may
be pushed in front or dragged behind.

● Area A: The shaft becomes a 30’ vertical drop.
● Area B: The shaft levels off until it becomes

horizontal, at which point there is a trap (see
below).

● Trap: A single pressure plate on a level section
of the shaft remains intact. Weight of 100 lbs. or
more triggers a collapse, inflicting 2d10
damage and forcing the character to save vs.
Reflex (DC 15)  or become pinned under the
rubble, with suffocation setting in after 10 turns.
Characters may attempt to dig themselves free
but need to roll three successful Strength checks
(DC 10) with modifiers to do so. Characters may
add the Strength bonus of anyone aiding them
(DC 10). Every time the character attempts to
dig himself free, he expends an additional turn
of air, eventually suffocating.

3. The Fate of Traitors: A sliding panel gives way into
a massive circular chamber. A deep pit occupies
the center of the chamber. The walls are covered
with faded murals and several stone tables are
placed about the room facing the pit.

● The 9’ deep pit is littered with blackened bones.
Characters rooting through the bones feel
increasingly uneasy, as if the spirits of the victims
seek to drag them off to share their nightmarish
fate. Persistent characters find a blackened ring
of orichalcum carved in the shape of a serpent
devouring its own tail (375 gp). Anyone putting
it on is cursed to relive the agonies of the victims
in their dreams, gaining no rest and regaining
no spells, and losing 1 hp every night until they
are treated with a Remove Curse spell.

● The artwork is detailed to the point of obsession.
It’s possible to make out expressions and other
minute details on even the smallest images.
Anyone who speaks Tzyanese or can otherwise
understand the hieroglyphics on the murals
gains additional information. Recurring
elements are the ancient Tzyanese, a giant
figure with the trappings of a king or high-priest
(The Master), and an unearthly cathedral-like
structure of jagged crystal (The Weapon).

● North Wall: Men are cast into a great pit, to
burn alive while others watch. The Master
towers over all men, directing the butchery.
The Weapon in the upper right corner
(small) [written: the Fate of Traitors].

● West Wall: Men are made to watch as the
Master devours women and children. The
Weapon in the upper right corner (small)
[written: The Key to Salvation].

● East Wall: Armies of wiry men march under
banners of impaled deities. Arrayed against
them are golden warriors with animal faces
led by the Sun and the Moon. Strange
cathedral-like structure in the back
(prominent) [written: Against the Golden
Host].

● South Wall: Procession of the Master and his
servants in desperate flight, a massive
cathedral-like structure looming over all
(overwhelming) [written: That Which Comes
After].

● On one table: Curved knife of black steel,
inscribed with hieroglyphics. This sacrificial knife
is made of alloys that can only be forged in
absolute darkness. It harms creatures that can
only be harmed by magical weapons but offers
no bonuses to hit or damage. Intoning the
chants engraved on the blade while cutting the
hieroglyphs into his/her palm, the wielder may
use an ability similar to the cleric spell Speak
with the Dead with a result of 21. This power
may be used once per week and the wielder
takes 1d3 damage that cannot be healed with
magic.

4.  Sand Trap: An ornate stone basin on the north
wall is filled to the brim with gold coins. The ceiling is
domed, reaching 15’ high and the walls of the
chamber are covered with leering stone faces with
gaping mouths. There is a narrow, 5’ tall stone block
in the corner of the room.

● Trap: Around the basin is a pressure plate on the
floor that lowers a 3’’ thick stone slab over the
entrance, sealing off any possibility of escape.
Dusty sand begins pouring into the room from
mouths in the walls. PCs have two turns before
the room is filled with sand (see below).

● Perceptive PCs may note that the top of the
dome is above the level of any of the mouths.
The stone block can be moved but only has
room for two characters, at best. Clever players
might try to sit on each other’s shoulders.

● The basin is wide enough to accommodate two
more characters.

Continued
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● The room fills with sand to a height of 10’.
Anyone who has not found a means to elevate
themselves is subject to suffocation. One turn
later, surviving characters hear muffled rumbling
and slits in the floor open to drain away the
sand. The stone slab blocking entry may be
raised by a switch in a concealed panel in the
basin.

● There are 297 ‘coins’ in the basin that are
earthen-work coated with gold paint, worth ½
cp each.

5. Faithful Companions: The center of the chamber
is dominated by a grotesque altar of gilded bone.
Surrounding the altar are dozens of corroded pikes,
each with a gilded skeleton impaled upon it. All
skeletons are missing their right hand. Faded murals
cover each of the walls.

● There is 10,000 gp worth of gilded bone in the
altar and the skeletons in the chamber.
Removing it and carrying it across the desert will
be a challenge as the molten metal has
welded the bones onto the pikes and the alloys
are heavy (total weight 20,000 gp).

● The bones carry the animating force of the
Azarog (see Appendix C, pg. 53)and destroying
the bones is the only way to kill it permanently.
This is not easy! The bones must be utterly
pulverized and the alloy is malleable rather than
brittle.

● Carrying a complete skeleton beyond the Black
Shore and into the City causes the Azarog to
animate it.

Animated Skeleton: Init +0; Atk claw +1 melee
(1d6); AC 18; HD 4d8; hp 25 MV 30’; Act 1d20; SP
un-dead, half damage from piercing and slashing
weapons, SV Fort +3, Ref +0, Will +1, AL C.

● Studying the formation of the pikes reveals
them to form a complicated Tzyanese glyph, its
meaning somewhere between Guardian,
Legion and Spirit. It is pronounced ‘Azarog.’

● As Area #3, one who speaks the Tzyanese
tongue or can otherwise understand the
hieroglyphics gains additional information from
the murals.
● North Mural: Servants look on as the Master

devours women and children. A closer look
reveals their faces show not horror but
gratitude [written: Loyalty’s Reward].

● West Mural: Tzyanese funeral procession. The
spirits of the fallen are dragged into a
Thousand Hells to be rent by cackling
demons whilst wrathful gods look on from on
high [written: The Malice of the Divine].

● East Mural: Hundreds toil as the Master
directs their efforts. A city is built
underground, mirroring the city above
[written: As Above So Below].

Continued
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● South Mural: Twenty-seven servants are
impaled and gilded, their spirits bound
together into a single form standing vigil
over the palace [written: Faithful
Companions].

6. Pots: This chamber is unadorned and holds a
variety of ceramic urns, jars, and pots.

● There are a total of 54 pots. Most of them are
empty or their contents have long since spoiled
or evaporated.

● There are two jars that still contain usable lamp
oil, sufficient for 36 hours of illumination. The oil
burns smoky, emitting a sulfurous stench (-1 on
all surprise rolls).

● Inside one of the jars is a desert scorpion who
has found its way in (standard chances for
surprise).

Scorpion: Init +1; Atk +1 melee (1 point of damage);
AC 12; HD 1d2; MV 20’; Act 1d20; SP poison (DC 8
Fort save or death in 3 turns) SV Fort +0; Ref +1; Will
+0; AL N

7. The Judgment of Uyu-Yadmogh: The passage has
a series of five alcoves on either side. Each alcove is
filled with 9’ tall statues with three heads. Each
head is the Master’s, wearing a different,
inscrutable expression. All hold heavy stone maces
and hammers as if preparing to strike down anyone
who passes between them.

● Trap: The third pair of statues has a pressure
plate between them that triggers a scything
blade trap at knee level (Reflex, DC 15 or take
2d6 damage).

● Once triggered, a second trap activates and
thick acidic fog starts pouring from each of the
statue’s mouths, expanding to fill the entire
hallway. The acid fogs damage increases over
time as the room fills up: 1st round: irritating
stinging sensation, 2nd round: 1 damage, 3rd

round: 1 damage, 4th round: 2 damage, and 5th

round+: 4 damage per round. Wet rags over the
face and other exposed limbs halves the
damage. The size of the reservoir is
considerable. The fog starts filling up the tomb
at five, 10’ squares per turn, but is exhausted
after 10 turns. After 10 turns, the fog dissipates
after an additional turn.

● Yet another Trap: Between the 5th pair of statues
is a 20’ deep pit trap: (Reflex, DC 15 to avoid,
2d6 damage).

●  Particularly cruel judges might give ropes, used
to hoist characters out of the pit, a 40% chance
of being affected by the acid and breaking.
Polearms or ten-foot poles are sturdy enough to
resist the acid long enough to remain
unaffected.

8. Exit: The double door is set in the naked rock,
man-high, of tarnished, ancient bronze. Faded
imagery can barely be made out on the surface.

● The faded imagery is a series of man-like
images superimposed over each other. Faint
hieroglyphs describe each shape as a distinct
part of the Soul, attaching esoteric properties to
each that are utterly incomprehensible.

“Ancient traps are but the
first, the most lenient, of my

guardians.”
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Adventurers exploring the basin in the vicinity of the
sphinx eventually discover a deep fissure in the
rock. The sheer surface of the fissure plunges into
pitch blackness (80’ deep). A search reveals piton
markings on the rock face as well as the nearby
ashes of a dung-fire several days old. The rock face
can be climbed by an experienced climber or thief
(DC 15).

1. Unwelcome Visitors: The fissure gradually levels
off into a rocky passageway. Nearby is a camp—
bedrolls, a stained cask, two coils of rope, three
backpacks, and the remains of a campfire. Six
corpses are spread around the camp in a circle,
their throats severed and their chests wrenched
open. There are no signs of struggle.

● The cask is full of precious water (five days for
four people). The backpacks contain cloaks,

twenty iron spikes, a hammer, five flasks of oil,
and flint and steel.

● Five of the corpses are natives, dressed in
homespun tunics. The only one who shows any
signs of struggle wears ornate splint mail, a
curved knife on his belt, and a sword half drawn
beside him. There is a composite bow and a
quiver with 20 arrows at his feet. All corpses are
less than a day old. Examination reveals each
corpse has had its heart removed.

2. Totem: The passage widens out into a cavern.
The air is still, dry and thick with the dust of ages.
Footprints disturb the thick layer of dust, knee-high
in places, leading across a buried path towards the
east. A row of worn statues, man-high, stand on
either side of the path. The sagging, mutilated
corpse of a great beast is impaled on a spear
beside the path.

II. FISSURE ENTRANCE
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